
6 
Property Risk & 
Insurance Trends

1. Premiums rising but differently for everyone

2. Big data and big analysis provide big insight

3. Material resiliency helps rein in catastrophic risks

4. Innovation continues in the use of technology

5. Climate change is a constant

6. New risks emerge and grow all the time

According to NOAA, in 2017, the US saw 16 weather events with 
losses exceeding $1 billion and a cumulative cost greater than $300 
billion. This put a stop to the five-year trend of falling prices and a 
softening market. Premiums are expected to rise for most, and 
more in disaster prone or impacted areas. Overall, a build up of 
surplus may keep this more stable than one would expect.

From enhancements to roofing and wall materials, to flood solutions 
moving beyond sandbags, new materials, methods and ideas are 
empowering property owners and insurers to minimize and rein in 
catastrophic risks. Recent events have accelerated the adoption of 
stricter building standards and codes, as well as the application of 
other innovative approaches among insurers, brokers, and entities. 

As time goes on, we will continue to see the emergence of new and 
interesting risks. For now, some of the hottest topics include the 
adoption of autonomous vehicles, the use of drones, the 
introduction and expansion of  artificial intelligence, cyber threat and 
its impact of the ever growing “Internet of Things,” the opioid crisis, 
and approaching threat of water stress. 

The global warming discussion may seem old and redundant, but 
the continued increase in both the frequency and severity of 
natural catastrophes makes it hard to deny its existence and effect. 
Events that were once thought to occur every 100 or 50 years, now 
seem to have a greater likelihood of occurring in any given year. 
Preparing for and financing these will be a challenge. 

As the market corrects slightly, a renewed emphasis on detailed data 
could come to the forefront. This includes the collection of COPE and 
catastrophe modeling data, as well as its application in a multi-
catastrophe model approach. Programs that provide instantaneous 
access to data, and ways to quickly identify exposures prove valuable 
when it comes to controlling loss.

Imagine walking around a building with advanced camera tech, then 
using that footage to create a 3d model of the building. That could 
someday be an affordable reality. For now, companies are leveraging 
tech to offer innovative ways to address the entire property portfolio 
including live updates to property data during the appraisal process 
and ways to estimate insurable values for buildings not appraised. 

To learn more about how AssetWorks’ solutions for collecting and managing property 
data and insurable values can help in the face of these trends and more, visit our 
website: www.assetworks.com/risk
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